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So, the first bit of the last bit is done—we 
made it to half-term. Expectations have 
been set, progress has been made, and 
many a target has been met. More of the 
same next half-term, please. 

Best wishes, 

Karl 

THANKSGIVING 
Your little thriving thespians know their 
roles for the theatre. They will take their 
scripts (not to be read by parents) home 
during the holidays to practise.   

I will send notes/speak individually to 
parents about the costumes. 

Halloween fancy dress: 31st October.   
Happy, not too scary costumes, please.  

These have been testing times in math as 
we did a geometry test which tested the 
areas we have been learning about—
areas! To follow this up, the children had 
to draw geometric shapes to the exact 
mm and calculate the area. As they say, 
precision is roughly everything. 

We also started getting into percentages. 
So far, we’ve learnt how to relate per-
centages to their decimal and fraction 
equivalents; and how to calculate per-
centages for 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, etc. So 
now your little math maestros will be 
able to calculate the percentile rise or fall 
of their pocket money! 

We’ve been learning how to use question 
tags, haven’t we? And they’re easy, aren’t 
they? You know what we mean, don’t 
you? Tagging is fun, isn’t it?  

And, when we haven’t been using more 
tags than a lost-luggage department, 
we’ve been learning connectives and sig-
naling phrases for writing essays and per-
suasive arguments.   

Ancient Greece is over—as the Roman’s 
like to say. We finished our Hellenic topic 
by looking at the legacy of the Ancient 
Greeks; including the Olympic Games. 
Inspired by this, the children desktop 
published an Olympic brochure for the 

year 3024! Yes, we used the past to pre-
dict the future.  

And we signed off by writing an essay—
Why were the Ancient Greeks so groovy? 
The children had to use their critical 
thinking skills to say why we today still 
need to thank those of yesterday.   

Grade 5 art work 

The setting of the sun or the rise of a new dawn? 


